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Merlin, King Arthur, the mad witch and me – Jack.Jack is our 20th Century hero who travels
through the five books of this series starting age 9 in Book 1 through to age 18 in Book 5. Merlin
– magician and sorcerer extraordinaire - from his Sky Tower, has has been exploring the
avenues of time for a modern man who has the Druidic gifts of the ‘Old Way’ and finds that his
searching points to Jack. Imagine his surprise when he draws him back – on the dragon’s breath
– to Dark Ages Britain and finds him a boy of only 9 summers. ‘But he is fresh and new to mould,’
he reasons; ‘I need to know the future as well as training him up in the here and now,’ Merlin also
tells himself and so begins an adventure for Jack as he time travels back and forth through the
mists learning the arts required to protect the Once and Future King – Arthur. But from what or
from whom?The mad witch, that’s who! Mab, who has delved into the dark arts and visited
places she should never have even contemplated, knows something of the future, albeit in a
muddled way, but one thing she’s certain of is that of the prophecy - if she doesn’t kill Arthur first,
he will kill her! As the series progresses she appears to get stronger (and smellier as she
believes that bathing will not only wash away the dirt but also her power – so it is safe to say that
she is often smelled long before she arrives) and also crazier, which make her take risks that
could go either way. So – will she achieve her goal?Further interesting characters include
Arthur’s wolfhound, Cabal, who becomes Jack’s best friend and is also able to travel across
time. Cabal, like Jack, Merlin and a few others, can mind-speak, a great help in time of trouble;
Shake Spear, one of Arthur’s men, a valiant fighter and man of huge stature but who is so short
sighted that he is a danger to friend and foe alike, so after being told just to roar out battle cries
and shake his spear (hence his name) so that his friends could be safe, he was allowed to join in
the battles; Salazar, the African – also a Druid; and, of course, the beautiful Rhianne! When Jack
first arrives in Dark Ages Britain he, Arthur and Rhianne are so close in age that they
immediately become firm friends. Apart from these main characters, each book brings new,
amazing and mysterious beings – dragons, giants, dinosaurs, lions, chimera, the Faerie, pirates,
to name but a few, along with magical masks, goblins, ghouls and ghosts galore – some
seeming to have come from the pit of hell itself.Each tale romps along at a cracking pace and
though every book is a stand-alone novel there is an overall story that links them all together in
the age-old battle of good versus evil.Jack is now an old man and has begun to tell these tales
of his adventures to his two young grandsons. As he does so it seems that the days in 20th
Century Britain are getting darker and before long they are all being threatened by a frightening
and malevolent force. Has that mad woman found a way to travel across time to take her revenge
on him after all these years? And, after all these years without hearing a word, is Merlin about to
come once more onto the scene? Well, who am I to say in such a short write up?These books
are aimed purely at fantasy adventure lovers. There is no age restriction. The youngest reader so
far was just 9 years old whilst the oldest was 85 and they loved them.
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haven’t the foggiest idea how I got there that day, but I found myself, once more, sitting on the
cliff top overlooking Tintagel Island. It was one of those rare and glorious golden autumn days,
still and warm, and as I looked down I could see a thousand suns winking back at me with
millions of sparkling eyes from that crystal sea and the island itself was resplendent - an emerald
jewel waltzing upon it. As I said, I had been there before, when we used to go on our special
days out as children, but I had never seen it look as beautiful as it did that day. In fact, I don’t
think I could have kept myself from exploring it even if I’d tried; I was drawn - the proverbial moth
to a flame.It took a while to make my way down the cliff face; it’s always been very dangerous –
steep with crumbling sides. But then as soon as my foot landed on the beach the darkness
closed in as though I’d triggered a switch - the day suddenly disappeared, sucked up an invisible
chimney – whoosh, it was gone! I knew it couldn’t be far past noon, as I’d only recently eaten
some of the food my mum had packed for me ‘and at that time, like you two,’ Jack said directing
this comment to his grandsons as they sprawled on the floor listening to his tale, ‘I reckon I could
always tell the time by my stomach!’Staring back at the flames that leapt in his fireplace, Jack’s
eyes took on that familiar faraway stare he always had when he reminisced on those long ago
days. Gingerly, I crossed the narrow bay that led to the island. The sun, although high above,
was now becoming obscured by the slowly rising mist – a watery yellow balloon floating in a
hazy sky. It had become eerily quiet; I couldn’t hear the seagulls anymore and the sea didn’t
break on the shore but made hissing noises, like the sound you hear when you put a seashell up
to your ear – far away - mind it could have been the warning noise from a snake, or would that be
serpent?Also, I was getting quite disorientated and couldn’t tell from which direction the noises
were coming. When it first started to get dark I thought I’d better hurry back across the causeway
as I wasn’t sure how far the sea would come up – but, peering this way and that, I began to get
panicked by the enveloping mist and lost my way.It had now got very chilly, with dread clutching
around my head like a vice. If I went in the wrong direction I could end up being blocked in when
the sea rose - I could remember that some of the sides of the rockface on the mainland were
sheer - and then I might drown. It continued to get even darker and it was then that the huge
monster materialised unexpectedly in front of and over me - a huge, open-mouthed ogre with
sunken eyes and arms raised ready to make a grab at me. I froze but it was drawing me



inexorably towards it, the tentacles from its arms reaching down to drag me towards its gaping
mouth. I held my breath –literally too frightened to breathe. The mist slithered around my legs –
the serpents were back, their mouths ready to strike at me or perhaps wrap their bodies around
me in an iron grip to strangle me or drag me away - that scared me almost as much as the
monster. I could feel the moisture from the mist starting to drip off my hair and down my neck
and my clothes were becoming clammy and cold where they clung to my burning body; but my
mouth was bone dry, my tongue almost sticking to the roof of my mouth with fear.Starting to
shiver and shake, I realised I had to get away from the monster and serpents and try to find my
way out of the bay or I might never be seen again. The monster was by now preparing to strike –
it leaned forward and then back as it gathered momentum to launch itself at me when, as the
swirling mist cleared unexpectedly for a moment, I could see that the dark shape was not, in
fact, a monster at all but a huge rock protruding above the entrance to one of the caves on the
island itself. Of course it was! I knew that all the time! Letting out my breath with a silent “phew”, I
took a step forward and peered into the mouth of the cave and, straining my eyes to search
ahead, saw that the mist inside rose no more than knee high. I stood peering in for what seemed
an eternity, but which could only have been a half-minute or so.Making a life changing decision, I
slowly edged my way into and around the inside of the cave, my eyes gradually becoming
accustomed to the dimness, and I saw that, inside, the walls were not as black as they had at
first appeared, there being a dark green luminosity to the walls which bounced around and gave
back some light.The dripping sound I had heard before was louder inside the cave, echoing
around it like water falling from a great height into a deep well or someone throwing a pebble into
a quiet, still pool of deep water, except it was always behind me and whenever I turned around I
heard it again, yet again behind me; I couldn’t tell from which direction it came. After spinning
around a few times to see who might be there, I got so dizzy I started to panic again. My heart
was banging inside my rib-cage and I could feel the blood rushing through my ears. I put my
hands over them and told myself to stop it. It was getting harder by the second to keep myself
from completely losing control.I turned to run out of the cave but as I did so I could see that the
mist outside had grown as thick as a curtain and also the tide, which now sounded a lot louder,
was coming in fast; looking down I was shocked to find that the water was starting to slosh
around my shoes as the sea rose.I had never been over to the island on my own before and was
now obviously beginning to regret that I’d done so. What if the sea filled the whole of the cave!
The sides were too smooth to climb and there didn’t appear to be a foothold anywhere so how
could I get above the waterline if it did rise? Oh, I wished I knew just how high the water would
come up. I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t go outside again, at least not until the mist cleared,
in case I walked straight into the sea. That, then, would be the end of me! But was this going to
be the end of me? Was this where I was going to die?
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the serpents were back, their mouths ready to strike at me or perhaps wrap their bodies around
me in an iron grip to strangle me or drag me away - that scared me almost as much as the
monster. I could feel the moisture from the mist starting to drip off my hair and down my neck
and my clothes were becoming clammy and cold where they clung to my burning body; but my
mouth was bone dry, my tongue almost sticking to the roof of my mouth with fear.Starting to
shiver and shake, I realised I had to get away from the monster and serpents and try to find my
way out of the bay or I might never be seen again. The monster was by now preparing to strike –
it leaned forward and then back as it gathered momentum to launch itself at me when, as the
swirling mist cleared unexpectedly for a moment, I could see that the dark shape was not, in
fact, a monster at all but a huge rock protruding above the entrance to one of the caves on the
island itself. Of course it was! I knew that all the time! Letting out my breath with a silent “phew”, I
took a step forward and peered into the mouth of the cave and, straining my eyes to search
ahead, saw that the mist inside rose no more than knee high. I stood peering in for what seemed
an eternity, but which could only have been a half-minute or so.Making a life changing decision, I
slowly edged my way into and around the inside of the cave, my eyes gradually becoming
accustomed to the dimness, and I saw that, inside, the walls were not as black as they had at
first appeared, there being a dark green luminosity to the walls which bounced around and gave
back some light.The dripping sound I had heard before was louder inside the cave, echoing
around it like water falling from a great height into a deep well or someone throwing a pebble into
a quiet, still pool of deep water, except it was always behind me and whenever I turned around I
heard it again, yet again behind me; I couldn’t tell from which direction it came. After spinning
around a few times to see who might be there, I got so dizzy I started to panic again. My heart
was banging inside my rib-cage and I could feel the blood rushing through my ears. I put my
hands over them and told myself to stop it. It was getting harder by the second to keep myself
from completely losing control.I turned to run out of the cave but as I did so I could see that the
mist outside had grown as thick as a curtain and also the tide, which now sounded a lot louder,
was coming in fast; looking down I was shocked to find that the water was starting to slosh
around my shoes as the sea rose.I had never been over to the island on my own before and was
now obviously beginning to regret that I’d done so. What if the sea filled the whole of the cave!
The sides were too smooth to climb and there didn’t appear to be a foothold anywhere so how
could I get above the waterline if it did rise? Oh, I wished I knew just how high the water would
come up. I didn’t know what to do. I couldn’t go outside again, at least not until the mist cleared,
in case I walked straight into the sea. That, then, would be the end of me! But was this going to
be the end of me? Was this where I was going to die?I leaned against the damp wall and tried to
think but in the grip of this mist I felt myself becoming colder and colder until eventually I started
to drift into some sort of dream world. I could hear the condensation dripping from the roof of the
cave and echo around inside it but it seemed like a million miles away. I shook my head to try
and clear it and thought I had better start moving, more, at that moment, to keep my circulation
going than in the hope of finding a miraculous way out, so I continued to explore the cave as



best I could in the dimness, in the hope of escape. Groping around in the semi-darkness, I
eventually found a small ledge about shoulder height and decided to climb up. I skinned my
knee in a few places in my struggle to haul myself up, slipping back down the sheer sides more
than once, but finally I made it. I huddled as far back on the ledge as I could and, with my back
leaning against the wall, hugged my knees to my chest to try to keep as warm as possible.
Dropping my head onto my arms I tried to think of something I should do to try and get away.I
don’t know how long I sat like that but I believe the mist and the hissing of the sea (if it was the
sea) made my mind drift again and I fell into a trance-like sleep, even chilled to the bone as I was
– or could it have been the beginning of hypothermia? I’d heard about that at school but I was, by
then, too worn out to try to do anything about it or even care.‘Ah, there you are, Percy,’ said a
very melodious voice and I awoke with a start. I could still see the inside of the cave and the mist
but it appeared to be on the other side of the now apparently see-through rockface. It was as if I
had fallen backwards through the rock wall itself and was looking back out to the cave through a
distorted glass window. I was extremely disorientated and, as I was still quite cold, after half-
heartedly trying to feel that crystal wall, felt myself drifting away again.‘No, no, no! No time for
that now,’ said the voice, all business-like; ‘you’ve found the doorway. Come, quick, let us get out
before it closes. I didn’t think it would take you this long to find me! Still, you’ve finally made it, so
let’s go!’I turned around and saw the strangest sight ever. A very tall man stood there. Very, very
poised and absolutely in control of himself! I was amazed as I looked at him and not a little
anxious as I thought I might be hallucinating. From his head to his feet he was dressed as no
one I had ever seen before in my life.He wore a midnight blue cap, which fitted very close to his
head – a bit like a swimming cap, I thought. It covered his hair - that is, if he had any hair. Looking
back, I never saw him without that cap, so I never found out if he had hair or not. However, if he
did have hair it would have been very dark due to the fact that his eyebrows were black -
eyebrows that almost always had a quizzical look to them. Stitched - I believe it was stitched -
onto the cap was a silver plate fashioned into the shape of a falcon’s head whose eyes were
made of the most magnificent rubies that glowed and flashed as he moved. He wore a long robe,
also in midnight blue. I would have thought that it should have impeded his walk but it appeared
not to hinder him in the slightest. He always walked with very long strides and I can remember
that at that time - and when I think of it even when I was fully-grown - I almost always had to run
to keep up with him.He nearly always held a staff in his hand, which was about six-and-a-half
feet long, when he was out and about. He used it for countless things, even as a weapon.I once
saw him point it at a man who was running toward him to hack at him with an axe. Now I,
personally, would have turned and run like the clappers – in fact, looking back again, I believe I
did. The man, who was huge and wild, looked completely off his head – mad as a hatter. He was
dressed in a bear-skin, which probably made him look even bigger, tied around with a thick
leather belt, and half his face was smeared in blue woad. His face was contorted with rage or
madness and he was screeching and howling like a banshee as he ran at us but, as I said, as
soon as the staff was raised at him, the man dropped dead in his tracks! One minute he had



been a positive steam engine hurtling toward us at full throttle, the next, not even a puff of wind!
Dropped dead on the spot. Whump – gone! Amazing! That was something, I can tell you!I have
also seen him use it to hit a fish on the head in a stream for his supper. It had many uses, and
one day I shall tell you more as to what they were, but mainly it was used for walking.The staff
was made of what appeared to be wood, but it was almost black in colour and had very intricate
designs, like hieroglyphics, carved into it. He must have known what they all meant but every
time I asked him he always said something like, ‘Not now, Percy, I shall tell you when we have
more time.’I don’t think he ever found the time to tell me, now I come to think of it. The staff was
extremely tough, as at one time a knight tried to knock it away with his sword and the sword was
the thing that broke! That was a laugh, I can tell you! You should have seen the knight’s face. It,
too, was topped with a silver falcon’s head, complete with rubies; it was obviously much smaller
but it matched his cap.He was strikingly handsome, with piercing black eyes and, I believe,
could have been any age. Over the time of knowing him, at different times he could look anything
between 35 to 135 years old. At this time, however, he looked fairly young – late 30s, I would
say.I was very bewildered and thought I was dreaming. ‘How did I get here?’‘How did you get
here? How did you get here? Percy, you are having fun with me, are you not? No! No, I cannot
believe you are unaware of what’s what. Like me, you must have slept a long time, much too
long. But you must know something?’ he queried, raising one eyebrow and holding his forefinger
across his lips. ‘Hmm, I hope it’s not too late! Anyway, to the present, come, quickly, take my
hand.’ I was quite dubious about doing that but had no choice as he grabbed me by the wrist and
pulled me forward. ‘We have very little time. If we don’t get out now, we will both be trapped in
this crystal prison, perhaps forever.’At that, he yanked at my hand and, pulling me with him, we
stepped forward – well, we fought forward: it was like being suctioned through rather than
stepping through - out of the glass rock, out of the cave, out of the darkness and mist and, as I
was very soon to discover, out of the 20th Century.‘That was very close! I can still feel the pull. I
shall tell you another time how I came to be trapped in there. But now, we must hurry.’He started
to walk, with those his very long strides of his, from the mouth of the cave. Holding on to my
elbow, he was almost dragging me along. ‘Wait, wait!’ I yelled. ‘Where are you taking me? What
is going on? Who are you?’ I thought I was being abducted.He stopped and peered at me with
those piercing black eyes of his; eyes that could change from black to golden brown like a hawk -
or should I say “a merlin”? - as they reflected his temperament.‘Percy, Percy, my dear boy, you
couldn’t forget me could you? Don’t you remember me?’I looked up at him and there was a
vague stirring in my memory but I just couldn’t grasp it.I hate those times when a remembrance
enters your head and then, before you can grab hold of it, it rushes right out or down one of the
corridors inside your brain. I’ve spent hours in the past trying to backtrack through my mind to
find what had just jumped in and then out of it just before I could grab hold of it; opening doors
inside my head and still not finding what I was looking for – it’s extremely frustrating! Or,
sometimes, when I’ve been chatting away, someone interrupts me or something happens and I
completely forget what I’ve been talking about and no matter how much I try and think, I just



can’t remember what it was. I look at who I’ve been talking to and can tell by their face that they
think I’m mad.Anyhow - to continue: I carried on staring at him, mouth most probably hanging
open like a moron; so, on reflection, he must have thought me a complete halfwit.‘It’s Myrddin!
Myrddin! He looked at me expectantly, nodding as if I knew who he was and would respond, and
then, quizzically, ‘Surely you must remember? We spent a whole year together. No? Do you not
remember Arthur? Or Sir Ector? You must remember Cabal! And surely you haven’t forgotten
Rhianne! Do you not remember your quest? You must remember that! How I sent you off? How
you went? You must remember, as you’ve come back the same way. You must remember that I
needed you to learn more and grow more before we go after the giant!’That was it! I was now
getting very nervous indeed, thinking I’d met someone from the local lunatic asylum. My mum
had repeatedly warned me about these men and had told me to always give them a wide berth. I
didn’t really have a chance to escape this one, did I? Well, perhaps if I hadn’t come to Tintagel in
the first place I might have escaped. But I had and that was that. However, I had never
experienced anyone as crazy as this man before in my life, let alone one dressed in such a
fashion. Although he hadn’t attempted to harm me I must admit that I was ready to run – and I
was a pretty fast sprinter then. But, where would I run to? The cliffs and land looked so different
now than when I had sat on the grass yesterday; or was it yesterday? The mist had gone!Taking
my courage in my hands, I looked at this man and stated, ‘I do not remember any quest or know
how I came here, so how could I remember how I was sent, if you say I was sent? And my name
is Jack! You’ve got me in a muddle with someone who must look like me – this, er, Percy!’ I felt
completely bemused by everything and not a little scared. It was weird as well, as my family
name is Percival and my friends at school called me “Percy”. I was trying very hard not to cry
and, being the youngest in the family, I had always used tears as my best form of defence – and
whinging - but I could see that that wasn’t going to do me any favours here. Also now, as I
thought about it, I had better stop using the waterworks; well, I mean, I was going to be twelve
quite soon!‘Jack, Percy, it’s all one to me! Keep quiet, you are making much too much noise and
keep still, Percy, I do not want the enemy to see you or hear you and I suppose I had better try
and refresh your memory before we go much further.’ Sighing, he sat on the sand and leaned
back against the rock at the mouth of the cave and, drawing a dragon in the sand with his staff,
said ‘You came here on the dragon’s breath!’ He started nodding at me, again raising his
eyebrows in expectation of my agreeing with him. Mad!The hair on the back of my neck stood
out at this and I felt as if a million spiders were dancing up and down my spine making me shiver.
I had heard this dragon stuff talked about in the village but I thought it was just a story to keep
children safe indoors when the mist started rolling in off the moors. I had heard how people had
wandered for days out there and been attacked or killed by wild animals - or was it the dragon or
this giant he had mentioned? But this man - Myrddin? - spoke as though the dragon existed. And
it wasn’t just as though he believed it but as he spoke I began to believe it too, even though I
didn’t want to or even know why!‘I sent you out on the dragon’s breath, into the future, to find out
how our battles would progress. What the Picts and Scots were up to. Where the Saxons and



Angles would encamp. How many there were in their respective armies? Who were their
leaders? Who were loyal and who would prove false. Would they fulfil their quests? How did
Arthur fare?’ Did you find this out for me?‘What year did I send you to?’ He suddenly stopped
speaking and turned to me, staring intently at me with those piercing black eyes before
continuing. I felt myself being drawn into them and I don’t believe, for one minute, that I could
have lied to him to save my own life! Then, more softly, ‘Come, lad, tell me, what year is it
now?’‘1951. I was born in 1939. I don’t believe in dragons. I don’t know anything about any
battles. I was only a small boy during the war.’‘1951! 1951! Well, my spell seems to have been a
wee bit more powerful than I intended. 1951 indeed!’ He rubbed his chin and drew his brows
together as he strode up and down, mulling this over. Eventually, ‘No wonder I was so weak that
that witch managed to entomb me in that cave! Tell me what you do know about the battle! Was
Arthur in it? You do remember Arthur? You know, Arthur, Chief Dragon, or Pendragon as he is
known, son of Uther?’‘Do you mean King Arthur?’ I laughed, yes I actually laughed. ‘But he’s
only a legend. He’s not real. He never was! I always thought he might be but everyone tells me
he’s just a story, made up by someone. I’ve read about him - lots. Everyone says he’s only a
myth. And, it wasn’t a battle, it was a war, World War II. Everyone knows that.’‘Well, not everyone
knows that because I don’t know that!’ He spoke in a very acerbic way to me. ‘But a king, yes,
that I do know! The greatest king! Well, you do have some intelligence, though I was beginning
to doubt it. Yes, Percy, I do mean King Arthur and he is no myth: he is real. What else do you
know? Apart from a world war, that is.’ He snorted. ‘No war could cover the whole world – there
aren’t enough arrows for that, or swords for that matter.’ The man turned to me. ‘What have you
got to tell me, Percy? Lots, eh? You’ve been gone so long.’‘So, you don’t know everything, then,
do you?’ I was getting a bit too cheeky now. ‘The war was over the whole world … and don’t
keep calling me Percy? My name is Jack! And I do not know who you are! I have never heard of
Myrddin. I don’t know what is going on. I don’t know where I am. I don’t know how I got here. And
I don’t know who you are,’ I repeated. ‘I want to go home’. I was, by now, on the verge of
tears.‘Hush! I don’t know this and I don’t know that. You do go on! I sent you off to find out so
much for me and now you come back with all these “I don’t know this or I don’t know that”. And
keep your voice down. We cannot warn them,’ he said. ‘Not now that I have had to wait this long.
Well, we have a few hours before morning. So I suppose I had better answer some of your
questions. Start then’, he ordered.I sat staring at him. This strange man stood there waiting to
answer questions that I didn’t even know I wanted to ask. I was completely mystified and in the
back of my mind felt sure I was dreaming - or going mad. Like all dreams or, I’m sure, madness,
they have to take their course, so I just kept looking at him (and pinching myself, just in case I
was asleep - I wasn’t. Well, I didn’t think I was but, then again, I could be pinching myself in a
dream, in which case I wouldn’t wake up, would I?) and waiting for the next thing to happen (or,
alternatively, waiting to wake up – I didn’t – I already was)!‘Oh, well, if you won’t start, I will.
Perhaps then, you might get motivated. Don’t keep looking at me as though you’ve lost all your
wits, lad, and please shut your mouth. Try to concentrate on what I am saying instead of looking



like an absolute dolt. Hmmm, it’s possible you did lose your mind whilst travelling on the dragon’s
breath! It has been known. Well, that is I chance I had to take. Let me see if I can answer your
silent questions.‘I call you Percy, because that is your given name. You came to me, as I said, on
the dragon’s breath, as someone with the gift of the Old Way. There are only a few of us left -
more’s the pity. I gave you the name Percy, an honourable name, as you must have some royal or
Druid blood in you somewhere, like me, otherwise you would not know as much as you do - or
did, at any rate,’ he mused, screwing up his lips. He frowned a little before continuing, ‘If it’s been
slightly changed to that of Jack …’.‘Slightly!’ I thought, ‘It’s nothing like it!’‘Well, maybe it’s not,’
he appeared to react to my thought! How did he know what I was thinking?‘Even, so, ‘he
responded, ‘well, so be it! Things change, things move on! Ah, yes, if I remember correctly, my
name was changed slightly too - Merlin, yes that’s what they called me in later years, Merlin!
Something to do with the French mocking my other name! The Romans, however, called me
Merlinus Ambrosius! Sounds grand, doesn’t it? Yes - Merlin’s my name!’He could see that the
blood had drained from my face and that my eyes now stood out of their sockets – those
proverbial organ stops!Yes! Now I understood! Everything came crashing back into my memory,
almost knocking me off my feet!His eyes lit up as he exclaimed, ‘By the Sword, you know! I can
see it written on your face! So, tell me, what did you find out in these fifteen hundred years?’ He
sat down, placed his elbows on his knees, the tips of his fingers together and, staring over the
tops of them, waited for my answer.At the mention of the name of Merlin it all came flooding
back – Arthur, Cabal, Mad Mab and (blushing) Rhianne. I looked up at Merlin and saw him smile.
He did not smile often. His work and his quest were too serious for that. But when he smiled, the
sun shone, the violins started up and the angels sang, and I would have followed him to the ends
of the earth. Some might say I was hypnotised or mesmerised! No, that was not it. It was his
quest and, after I had met Arthur, it became my quest, too! It was contagious! He knew many
things, exciting things. At times I believed he knew everything that was going on in the whole
world. But he took me under his wing. He taught me many things about the Old Way – a way he
said that came from the beginning of time. A way that people had lost, as they grew more
“sophisticated” or more evil. A good way - a way that led to adventure. As some of those past
adventures rushed into my mind a flight of moths began dancing in my stomach. Yes, from
whichever year I had last met him, I realised how much I had missed him. The yearning for all
that Merlin did and was grew back in my heart and my ambition again was to follow him once
more into the adventures, which, I believed, only he could create.’TWO It had been almost two
years since I had last laid eyes on Arthur. He was now nearly fourteen years old and I must have
shown my surprise at how he had grown when I came into the room, he jumping up and giving
me the biggest bear hug I have ever had. He had grown as tall as Sir Kay but where Sir Kay was
slim Arthur had filled out – broad of shoulder and chest – and one could see that when he was
full grown – and he wasn’t far off that now - he would be a mountain of a man, like Sir Ector, and
a mighty warrior to boot.‘Heaven’s above, Percy, where have you sprung from? Man, I’ve missed
you! But you have grown!’ he exclaimed, laughing, as he spun me around and thumped me on



the back. ‘The family are all out at the moment but they will be thrilled when they see you. Merlin,
old friend, well met!’ He turned and also gave the druid a bear hug, which, I could see, delighted
him. Looking back, when I had first seen Arthur who was then aged eleven, the comparison with
then and now was like a million years; then he had cuddled the “old man” as Merlin had
addressed himself; now it was the gesture of a friend on an equal footing.Arthur, who had been
honing a short sword, went over to the far table and poured two tankards brim full with a frothing
beer. After handing one to each of us he returned and poured one for himself. Walking over, he
raised his arm and wished us good health. Now, I had not, up till that moment, ever had anything
more alcoholic than wine gums and I wondered what would happen should I drink it. On the
other hand, would I offend Arthur if I refused to drink everyone’s health, as he had proposed?
Then again, my mother’s voice echoed into my thoughts with, “If I ever catch you sneaking your
father’s whisky, you won’t be able to sit down for a week!” These thoughts had hardly had time to
start working themselves out in my brain when, tankard to my lips, the solution hit me like a bullet
- literally! I was hurled over to the other side of the room - crashing into and almost breaking a
couple of quivers full of arrows which were leaning up against the wall, beer flying everywhere -
by a deliriously excited and completely uncontrollable hound. Up till now I don’t think I’d said
more than a couple of mumbled words as, seeing how Arthur had grown, I had been overcome
by a bashfulness that I never knew I had. But now, my old friend Cabal had totally melted any ice
that may have existed as mayhem reigned for the next few minutes.I kept trying to get up, only to
be knocked back down again by the over-excited dog, while Arthur tried to catch him, calling him
to heel but being ignored, only to be cheated of catching him as Cabal feinted to either his left or
right – a feat not easily achieved by so great an animal as a wolfhound. Merlin just stood and
grinned at the scene.Eventually order was restored - Cabal had managed to accomplish what
our reticence could not – we were once again best of friends, as though the two years’
separation had never existed.Cabal later explained that he had been out hunting in the forest
when he’d picked up not just the scent of Merlin and me but had also managed to tune in to
some of our thoughts as we re-entered his world. He told me that his excitement had known no
bounds. He had been about two miles away and had started there and then to run as fast as he
could – even though he had just about filled his stomach with hare. At this point I had frowned at
him and he had apologised – almost! There was always a bit of tongue in cheek with his
contrition.It took me a while, but when I had recovered my breath, which had been fair knocked
out of me, and could manage to get Cabby to stop licking my face, I felt free to ask some of the
questions which had begun to run riot inside my head. ‘What’s been happening since I’ve been
away?’ I asked Arthur. ‘Merlin came to me and said that I should come back and spend some
time with you again. You can’t imagine how happy I am to do so, but as to what’s been going on
since I’ve been away, well, that, I am afraid, he has left for you to tell.’Arthur’s face aged as it took
on a more serious expression. ‘Yes, and well he might! I am afraid that there has been quite a lot
happening in the last couple of years. The king of this part of Britain – you know, the one that Kay
went to serve for a time – was slain by his own cousin, who had been in the pay of another king



from the north. Apparently, a few minor kings from that part of the country have formed a
coalition to try and take over the rest of the country. They are even considering making an
alliance with the Saxons. We know that there is a prophecy that there will be one High King of all
the Britons one day; well these men have taken it into their heads to kill off all the other kings and
take that particular title for themselves. I don’t think they could have fully thought it through,
though, because once they have killed all the other kings – and that will never happen, of course
- they will then have to fight to try and kill off one another until there is only one high king left!
Anyway, how they managed to get a man to kill his own cousin, well, I cannot start to imagine!
We are living in evil days, Percy!’His face fell and I noticed that he had started his pacing –
hands rubbing together in front of him as he walked, slightly bent forward as he did so, and then
clutched behind his back, walking tall and straight – his eyes showing that his thoughts were a
million miles away. I knew better than to interrupt these ruminations of his. Merlin just leaned
against the wall and waited – patient as ever.
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